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Legends of runeterra new cards release date

Legends of Runeterra has announced that the newest expansion called 'Cosmic Creation' will arrive on all platforms December 16! Riot has also kicked off spoiler season with fresh Piltover and Zaun card Mechanized Mimic which introduces a brand new keyword – Augment. Read out all
the details below and stay tuned with us for the full spoiler season as we will track down the latest reveals and break down all the spicy new cards and masters. Cosmic Creation is the 3rd expansion of the Call of the Mountain set after the new short edition cadence, LoR sets that face new
regions stretched over 6-month periods. In August we witnessed the release of the first expansion of the Call of the Mountain set featuring the Targon region – it featured a total of 7 champions and 82 other cards. In October it was followed by the monuments of power expansion, which
introduced 3 more champions and 37 non-champion cards. Cosmic Creation rounds up the Call of the Mountain set with yet another 3 new champions + 37 non-champions. In February, we're going to bring the new set into the game – and with it the new region that hasn't been announced
yet. What new champions are coming? Based on the patterns of previous expansions, we know that Cosmic Creation will add three new masters – one from Piltover and Zaun, one from Noxus, and another from Targon. From audio voiceline leaks that happened earlier this year, we already
know the names of these masters, with close to 100% certainty. Still, it's still unofficial info, so please click on the spoiler link below at her discretion: Cosmic Creation master (click to show leaked name)PnZ: Viktor, Noxus: Riven, Targon: Zoe (Note: Zoe is already softly-confirmed as she is
present on the full art of the Porofly card from Mountain of Power) Cosmic Creation teaser trailer Official Legends of Runeterra YouTube channel has released the following video announcing the expansion's release date and teasing entire art cards : The new spoiler season begins with the
new Piltover and Zaun follower – 'Mechanized Mimic'. It has a brand new keyword status 'Augment': all cards with this tag will permanently receive +1|+0 every time you play any created card (i.e. token cards played by any other card of effect). Augment has some obvious synergies within
Piltover and Zaun (Heimerdinger's Tower, Mushroom), but is also a keyword that can work well with Targon (Gems, Invoke) and some other regions. Also amps can be connected thematically to Viktor, teasing him as the most likely newest PnZ champion (learning about him on the League
of Legends Universe). The reveal season schedule starting today and until December 16 (when the expansion will hit live servers with Patch 1.16), it is expected that the new spoilers will appear every day, around 9 AM PST. On Monday we will have a bunch of PnZ supporters and spells,
and on Tuesday the first champion is expected. Come back with RuneterraCCG for daily and follow reveals along with our short picture gallery (coming soon!). You are also welcome to join our Discord to discuss all the sweet spoilers! Comments Share For League of Legends equivalent,
Season, see Patch. For teamfight tactics equivalents, see Teamfight Tactics. A Set is a group of thematically and mechanically cohesive groups of cards released over one or more expansions. ExpansionS An expansion is all cards, masters, cosmetics, and game modes released with a
great patch (approximately every two months). Each expansion will have a unique name. A set shares its name with the first expansion in it. All cards from expansions of the same set will all be part of that set. It has been suggested that this will be relevant for future tyre building rules for
different formats and game modes. [1] A new Ranked season begins whenever a new expansion is released and shares its name. List of expansions: Rising Tides Call of the Mountain Current rules One set will have three expansions. Each expansion is released every two months. Region
A set will focus on a new region. The first expansion in a set will be larger, which includes the new region's major themes. Second and third expansions each will be half of the first expansion size. These will have a mix of new themes, new mechanics, evolutions of strategies from the first
expansion. Champions A set will add a new champion in each region. An expansion will include new cards for each region. However, an expansion can drop unequal numbers of cards to the regions, including the number of champions. After a set is completely released and completed, all
regions will have the same number of masters and almost equal share of other cards. Exception Some ranked seasons do not divide its name with its sets, Season of Plunder and Season of fortune. They're both from rising tide's expansion. It's four months between Rising Tides and Call of
the Mountain expansion. List of Sets List of Sets: Foundations Rising Tides Call of the Mountain Media References ↑ Building a Better Card Game: Expansions and Community Content Sets are available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Executive producer Jeff Jew and Design
Director Andrew Yip have shared what has yet to come for Legends of Runeterra 2020. Check out the infographics below, watch the official video, and read on to capture all the exciting messages and details! Card Release Schedule As it was revealed yesterday, the new expansion
Monument of Power comes out on October 14. The developers have also confirmed their intention to continue releasing new expansions every two months, introducing a new region every six months. Three expansions are always grouped into a set that is built around the newly introduced
region. For example, the Call of the Mountain set of Targon and three expansions: Call of the Mountain (August 2020), Monument of Power (October 2020) and another unannounced expansion to follow in December 2020. Two months months that, in February 2020 the brand new set will
introduce the 9th region of Legends of Runeterra – and that set will also feature three expansions. Check out the infographics below: New event The next Legends of Runeterra event will be similar to the Spirit Blossom event that took place this summer. Players will be able to earn unique
cosmetic rewards and in-game currency by playing the game; they can also choose to unlock the exclusive reward track by purchasing event passes. This time the developers insist that they have taken in the players' feedback from Spirit Blossom to reduce the grind and optimize the
rewards path. The exact date and details of the upcoming event have not yet been revealed, but it was shared that 'the theme of the event will be very different in tone to the Spirit Flower'. Card Cosmetics There are several types of card cosmetics that are currently in the pipeline, more
information will be shared in early 2021. Below is an early look at just one of these cosmetic types, called short styles. It was said that these styles will be serving for every card in your collection. Spectator Mode The inaugural version of Spectator Mode will be launched in November – it will
allow everyone to spectate their friends playing games in real time. The developers promised to keep working on the feature to eventually make it able to fully support tournament coverage and esports needs. Season tournaments Season tournaments are the special type of official
competition that will be kept entirely within the game client at the end of each season. Over 1000 players in each region will be able to compete in these tournaments. The implementation of these events is marketed as the first step towards building the official LoR competitive stage. The
next major roadmap update for LoR e-sports is to be expected in early 2021. To qualify for the Season Tournaments, you must either be one of the best players on the leaderboard or be one of the first players to complete 'the last glove that takes into account all your previous gloves
throughout the season'. The exact details of this two-part qualification system will be shared by developers later. So far all we have is the date of the next Season Tournament – it starts on December 6th. Check out the infographics below: In addition to all the information shown, today marks



the kick-off of the Monument of Power spoiler season. Stay tuned as we will keep track of all the latest card reveals in the coming days! Days!
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